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 P. L. Thomas, Editor

 Adventures with Text

 and Beyond

 Challenging Genre,
 Medium, and Text -
 Students as Authentic
 Readers and Writers

 In many courses that I teach, as an

 introduction to interacting with
 text and confronting the act of
 composing, I present my students

 with a writing exercise based on a

 chapter from Sandra Cisneros's The

 House on Mango Street, "A House of

 My Own." First, after handing out
 the chapter to the class, I read the

 brief passage aloud:

 Not a flat. Not an apartment in
 back. Not a mans house. Not a

 daddy's. A house all my own.
 With my porch and my pillow, my

 pretty purple petunias. My books
 and my stories. My two shoes
 waiting beside the bed. Nobody to
 shake a stick at. Nobody's garbage
 to pick up after.

 Only a house quiet as snow, a
 space for myself to go, clean as
 paper before the poem. (26)

 Then, I ask the students to write a

 new version of this passage, substi-
 tuting their own choice for "house"

 and creating a passage exactly like
 Cisneros's except for content (I
 purposefully offer few guidelines
 to see what they produce and to
 gather a writing sample).

 After we share our passages
 aloud in class, we discuss each oth-

 er s attempts at modeling the craft,

 © Elena Elisseeva/Photos.com

 grammar, mechanics, syntax, and
 diction (for example, one student
 will notice that another student

 incorporates alliteration in the sixth

 sentence while others have not), and

 then, I ask the students to revise

 their first attempts, being more
 purposeful with all aspects of this

 brief but complex passage. Invari-
 ably, a few students send me their

 revisions and refer to the passage as

 a poem, despite the passage being
 a chapter from a novel and despite
 their handout showing a clear para-
 graph indention, and thus that the

 passage is prose, as above.

 This repeated response to the
 Cisneros passage has occurred in
 other situations as well. In the

 introductory education course for

 our department, we require stu-
 dents to read two supplemental
 texts along with their primary
 synoptic textbook, one of which is

 Jonathan Kozol's Letters to a Young

 Teacher. Parallel to the students'

 misidentifying the Cisneros chap-

 ter as a poem, students often refer

 to Kozol's epistolary nonfiction
 work as a novel.

 Many of these patterns of mis-

 characterizing texts (in terms of
 genre and medium) have come
 from elite students, students from
 Advanced Placement and Interna-

 tional Baccalaureate backgrounds,
 students with As in nearly all their

 English courses and on the essays
 written for their classes. What has

 struck me over almost three decades

 of teaching English and writing is
 that despite years of reading and
 writing instruction and experiences

 in school, many, if not most, stu-

 dents have misguided, incomplete,

 or jumbled perceptions of genre,
 medium, and text (Thomas).

 Two dynamics - traditional
 transmissional approaches to text
 as well as composition and the
 high-stakes accountability era
 driven by standards and testing
 (Schmidt and Thomas) - have cre-
 ated students with these miscon-

 ceptions, and as a result, students

 who are not challenged to examine

 and develop their critical literacy
 as readers and writers, thus not
 challenged to read and reread the
 world, write and rewrite the world

 (Freire, Pedagogy, Teachers). Here,
 I want to reboot this column -

 formerly known as "Challenging
 Texts" - to expand the focus on
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 Adventures with Text and Beyond

 text and critical literacy, offering

 English Journal readers "Adven-
 tures with Text and Beyond" by
 exploring multigenre units and
 unit-driven adaptations to chal-
 lenge students as emerging read-
 ers and writers against the highly

 scripted reality of 21st-century
 education in the United States.

 Challenging Genre,
 Medium, and Text
 in a High-Stakes
 Accountability Era

 I began teaching high school
 English in the early 1980s, at the
 cusp of the release of A Nation at
 Risk and in the fall of 1984 when

 my home state of South Carolina
 joined in with the first states to
 embrace high-stakes accountabil-
 ity, including state standards and
 testing that determined whether
 or not high school students gradu-

 ated. My high school commit-
 ted fully to the process, and part
 of our required writing curricu-
 lum included quarterly writing
 samples prompted and assessed
 based on the state standards and

 the exit exam assessment of writ-

 ing. This mandate included teach-
 ing students four types of writing
 identified by our state standards -

 argument, narration, description,
 and exposition (with the inauthen-

 tic implication being that these
 are the only types of writing).

 As a novice teacher and writer,

 I implemented the mandates and
 watched my students simultane-
 ously find fulfilling the scripts
 relatively simple ("Write a descrip-

 tive essay about your room at
 home") and produce writing that
 was lifeless, inauthentic, and rote.

 My journey as an English teacher,

 specifically as a teacher of writ-

 ing based in the texts explored in
 class, found the guidance I needed
 when I participated in a summer
 institute of the National Writing
 Project (NWP), offered by the
 Spartanburg Writing Project, in
 the late 1980s, initiating a rela-
 tionship with NWP local affili-
 ates that lasts until this day. What

 I began to embrace and imple-
 ment in my classes was a move
 away from scripts and templates
 for texts and writing assignments

 (acknowledging that the man-
 dated "four types of writing" were
 conducive to efficient classrooms

 but in no real way connected to
 authentic texts or writing), a move

 away from transmissional teach-
 ing of literacy, and toward inviting
 students into a rich examination

 of texts chosen by the students
 and offered by me as a way to ask

 questions about genre, medium,
 and text - and about the nature of

 reading and writing.

 I want to reboot this column -

 formerly known as

 "Challenging Texts"- to

 expand the focus on text and

 critical literacy, offering English

 Journal readers "Adventures

 with Text and Beyond" by

 exploring multigenre units and

 unit-driven adaptations to

 challenge students as emerging
 readers and writers.

 I had to acknowledge with my
 students that writers incorporated
 all sorts of craft and modes in many

 different genres; narrative tech-
 niques were common and effective
 in both fiction and nonfiction, for

 example, as were description or
 persuasion. As well, I had to rei-
 magine the nature of text, genre,

 and medium in the authentic

 texts experienced in class and the
 original work students composed.
 Addressing this, The New Lon-
 don Group presented a bold and
 important charge 1 5 years ago:

 [W]e attempt to broaden this
 understanding of literacy and lit-
 eracy teaching and learning to
 include negotiating a multiplicity
 of discourses. We seek to high-
 light two principal aspects of this
 multiplicity. First, we want to
 extend the idea and scope of liter-

 acy pedagogy to account for the
 context of our culturally and lin-

 guistically diverse and increas-
 ingly globalized societies, for the
 multifarious cultures that interre-

 late and the plurality of texts that
 circulate. Second, we argue that
 literacy pedagogy now must
 account for the burgeoning variety
 of text forms associated with infor-

 mation and multimedia technolo-

 gies. This includes understanding
 and competent control of repre-
 sentational forms that are becom-

 ing increasingly significant in the
 overall communications environ-

 ment, such as visual images and
 their relationship to the written
 word - for instance, visual design

 in desktop publishing or the inter-
 face of visual and linguistic mean-

 ing in multimedia. Indeed, this
 second point relates closely back
 to the first; the proliferation of
 communications channels and

 media supports and extends cul-
 tural and subcultural diversity. As

 soon as our sights are set on the
 objective of creating the learning
 conditions for full social participa-
 tion, the issue of differences
 becomes critically important.
 How do we ensure that differences

 of culture, language, and gender
 are not barriers to educational suc-

 cess? And what are the implica-
 tions of these differences for

 literacy pedagogy?

 English Journal 91
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 While the real world of "text"

 has expanded and challenged us
 with a variety of media, format,
 and genres including but not lim-

 ited to print texts, our classrooms

 have remained relatively static in
 terms of the texts we challenge
 and the explanations we offer for

 "text," "medium," and "genre" -
 primarily because our classrooms
 have been abdicated to raising test

 scores instead of fostering autono-
 mous and literate students.

 This column will now explore
 avenues to challenging both the
 texts we bring into the class-
 room and our collective assump-
 tions about what counts as text

 by expanding the works we invite

 our students to explore and expe-
 rience. Within a critical literacy
 context, this column will confront

 and share classroom practices that
 address questions such as, What
 constitutes "text," "medium,"
 and "genre" (what conventions
 lie beneath these labels)? How do
 comics, graphic novels, film, and
 electronic media challenge and
 inform our traditional assump-
 tions about print-only text?

 One avenue to authentic liter-

 acy for our students is to shift our

 classes away from transmissional
 practices and toward students
 exploring the complexities of
 reading and writing by question-
 ing the parameters and charac-
 teristics of published texts - text
 medium and format as well as

 genre.

 Adaptation Units:
 Students as Authentic
 Readers and Writers

 When The American starring
 George Clooney began running
 on cable TV, I found the film fas-

 cinating - especially when I dis-
 covered that it is based on Martin

 Booth's A Very Private Gentleman

 (although the book publishers
 have inexplicably changed the
 novel's title to match the film's

 title, despite the American of
 each work being different due to
 the changes the film made when
 adapting the novel to the screen).
 The film is also fascinating to me
 because it holds a powerful hint
 to the purpose of the adaptation:
 during a scene when Jack/Edward

 (Clooney) is leaving an Italian
 café, the owner nods to a film play-

 ing on the cafe's TV and acknowl-

 edges the Sergio Leone Spaghetti
 Western, starring Henry Fonda,
 playing there. Once this nod to
 the Spaghetti Western genre was
 made, I recognized director Anton
 Corbijn's film as a non- Western
 (as in "the Wild West") homage to
 Leone's work, creating an adapta-
 tion of the novel that differs sig-
 nificantly from Booth's work - the

 main character is philosophical
 and loquacious in the novel, stoic
 and nearly wordless in the film
 like the Clint Eastwood character

 that brought Leone and Eastwood
 international fame.

 I read Booth's excellent novel

 after viewing the film several
 times, and here is where I have

 begun to challenge my students
 through asking them to choose
 and examine adaptation units
 (see the sidebar and my comics/
 graphic novels blog for adaptation
 units I recommend: http://comic
 sasliterature.blogspot.com/). I ask
 students, as both readers and writ-

 ers, to consider the nature of adap-

 tation; the interplay among what
 counts as text (print, film, graph-
 ics), genre, and medium to pro-
 duce meaning; and how choices

 about text, genre, and medium
 work within and against conven-
 tions in order to produce meaning.

 An ideal adaptation unit, for
 example, exposes students to a
 seminal narrative (consider Shake-

 speare creating drama from other

 people's stories, or dozens of re-
 creations of myths and legends by

 countless authors) that spans tra-
 ditional print, film, and comics/
 graphic novel formats. For exam-
 ple, Philip K. Dick's Do Androids
 Dream of Electric Sheep? presents
 students with a sci-fi novel, thus

 an exploration of the sci-fi genre
 against their assumptions about
 novels. Dick's novel was adapted
 by director Ridley Scott into the
 1982 film Blade Runner. The film
 was controversial due to conflicts

 between Scott and the studio as

 well as tensions created by fans of

 Dick's novel and the significant
 changes made in the film adap-
 tation. In 2009, BOOM! Studios
 began serializing Dick's novel,
 keeping every word of the novel
 intact, as a graphic novel, with
 the individual comic book issues

 eventually collected as a set of
 graphic novels.

 Multigenre and adaptation
 units, then, become explorations
 of the complexity inherent in text,

 genre, and medium - against the
 traditional and standards-based

 view of transmitting to students
 inauthentic scripts defining text
 and composition.

 It's a Book: So How
 Do We Know?

 I have begun using a new first-day-

 of-class activity: reading aloud
 the picture book It's a Book by
 Lane Smith. The story presents
 the rise of electronic media/com-

 92 March 2012
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 Artwork © 2010 by Lane Smith from It's a Book (Roaring Brook Press)

 puters against the traditional
 print-only book format. I find
 using a so-called children's book
 helps introduce students to the
 complexity of genre, medium, and
 text as well as the ever-changing
 nature of reading and text. The
 narrative is smart and humorous,

 but one of the most important
 places in the book is the "Shh . . .
 I'm reading" spread that shows six

 slightly changing pictures of the
 Jackass reading with a clock mov-

 ing above each different graphic
 (see above).

 The spread has no words so I
 ask students what is happening,
 and they always say time is pass-
 ing. Then I ask how we know this,
 and they point to the six clock
 faces and the changing hands
 denoting time. And here is where
 I ask them to consider graphics as
 text and the conventional nature

 of interpreting texts of all types.

 As readers, we learn to negotiate
 a tremendous amount of arbitrary

 symbols (the letter "a," the word
 "cat," wavy lines drawn above an
 object to denote "stink"), and as
 our experiences grow and expand,
 we become more adept and auton-
 omous, thus empowered and
 authentic, readers and writers.

 When students become aware

 of the overlapping nuances among

 genres, media, and text; when
 they recognize that those distinc-
 tions are tenuous, complex, and
 shifting; when students come to
 appreciate that a narrative shared
 among a film, a novel, and a
 graphic novel are each distinct
 but can also inform each other as

 well - these students are coming
 to know text and their worlds in

 ways that support their autonomy
 and their own pursuit of lives lived

 as free people among free people.
 This exploration and discovery are

 the paths to students as authentic
 readers and writers - not scripts
 or templates that impose and dis-
 tort expression. (§ß
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